Kafka Granite Pathway Materials are used where a firm pathway is required for pedestrian or vehicular traffic, but a natural look, unlike hardscape surfaces, is preferred. We offer decomposed granite and crushed stone pathways in three variations: Standard Pathway Mix, Stabilized Pathway Mix, and Wax Polymer Pathway Mix. These products are an affordable and aesthetically pleasing alternative to concrete, asphalt, pavers and other hardscape surface materials.

**STANDARD PATHWAY MIX**

*Beautiful Natural Pathways with Great Drainage*

Kafka Granite’s naturally occurring decomposed granite and crushed stone are screened to a 1/4” minus size, allowing for a firm surface that compacts well, while retaining permeability. Our 50+ colors of pathway materials make for beautiful and organic walkways, nature paths, bike trails, courtyards, patios, and more.
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**STABILIZED PATHWAY MIX**

*Durable Natural Surface for Higher Traffic Pathways*

At Kafka Granite, we have the ability to pre-mix our Standard Pathway Mix with organic stabilizing binders to create an even more durable, yet natural, pathway. Compared to the traditional pathway mix, the stabilized mix better resists the erosive effects of weather and traffic, while retaining a natural look and feel.
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**WAX POLYMER PATHWAY MIX**

*Waterless, Dustless Mix for Demanding Pathways*

For an entirely waterless and dustless pathway solution, Kafka Granite combines their Standard Pathway Mix with an engineered wax polymer. For extremely high traffic areas or steep slopes, our Wax Polymer Pathway Mix trumps all other pathway solutions.
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**KAFKA GRANITE, LLC** | is a family owned and operated company that was started in 1979 by Glenn Kafka. With over sixty colors of natural stone and recycled products, Kafka Granite has grown into one of the largest manufacturers and suppliers of specialty aggregates in the United States. Kafka Granite’s architectural aggregates, manufactured sands, decomposed granite, and boulders are used for many applications including architectural precast concrete, terrazzo flooring, epoxy resin tile, epoxy overlays, pathway materials, ballyard materials, landscape stone, and more.

*For more information on all of Kafka Granite’s products, please visit kafkagranite.com.*
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